April 8, 2020
Port of Seattle Commission
2711 Alaskan Way
Seattle, WA 98121
We, the undersigned organizations dedicated to protecting people’s rights and civil liberties urge the
Commission to reverse the decision authorizing the Port to work collaboratively with U.S. Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) to procure and implement facial recognition technology at SeaTac
International Airport.
The Port of Seattle Commission:
(1) Has a choice to not collaborate with CBP.
(2) Should not facilitate the infrastructural expansion of powerful face surveillance technology.
(3) Should not facilitate CBP’s unauthorized surveillance of US citizens.
(4) Should abide by its professed principles by rejecting collaboration with CBP.
On March 10, 2020, Port Commissioners voted unanimously to collaborate with CBP in rolling out
its facial recognition program, ignoring the many privacy, civil liberties, and community
organizations that urged the Port to reject participation.1
Instead of taking into account the serious constituent concerns about the Port participating in CBP’s
unlawful mass collection of biometric data, Commissioners voted to authorize a $5.7 million
Request for Proposal (RFP)2 to procure and implement a facial recognition system at SeaTac
International Airport.3
By collaborating with CBP, the Port will be facilitating the infrastructural expansion4 of
powerful face surveillance technology5 that is rife with race and gender biases.6
It is important to note that even if this technology operated without bias, its use poses
unprecedented threats to our constitutionally protected rights and civil liberties.7
In announcing a recent lawsuit against CBP and the Transportation Security Administration (TSA),8
the ACLU stated, “Unlike other forms of identity verification, facial recognition technology can
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enable undetectable, persistent government surveillance on a massive scale. As this technology
becomes increasingly widespread, the government can use it to track individuals’ movements and
associations, posing grave risks to privacy and civil liberties. When such a technology is placed in the
hands of agencies like CBP and the TSA — which have been caught tracking and spying on
journalists,9 subjecting innocent travelers to excessive and humiliating searches,10 and targeting and
interrogating individuals because of their national origin, religious beliefs, or political views11 — we
should all be concerned.”12
The Port of Seattle Commission has a choice to not collaborate with CBP and should not
facilitate CBP’s unauthorized surveillance of US citizens.
Port Commissioners have consistently stated an incorrect belief that they have no choice but to
collaborate with CBP in implementing their face surveillance program.13 We object to this inaccurate
message. Airports and airlines are not mandated to participate in CBP’s biometric air exit program,14
and further, Congress has never authorized the biometric collection of U.S. citizen data.15 Without
explicit authorization, CBP should not be scanning the faces of Americans as they depart on
international flights, and the Port should not be facilitating this unauthorized scanning.
Moreover, the Port collaborating with CBP would likely violate the Privacy Act, a federal law
mandating that data be collected directly from individuals by a federal agency if the data are used as
part of the basis of making decisions about access to federal rights and privileges (such as federallylicensed air travel).16 By collecting facial images and sending them to CBP, the Port would potentially
be complicit in CBP’s violation of federal law. The Port should not facilitate CBP’s unlawful
outsourcing of personal data collection.
The Port of Seattle Commission should abide by its professed principles by rejecting
collaboration with CBP.
Finally, Port Commissioners have incorrectly concluded that their participation in CBP’s face
surveillance program would give the Port greater control over the program’s implementation.
Commissioners have stated that by owning and operating facial recognition systems, the Port would
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be able to provide the public with clear signage, increasing the opportunity for informed consent
and mitigating harm from CBP’s activities.17
However, the Port’s decision to work with CBP will have exactly the opposite effect. By voting to
authorize the RFP on March 10, Commissioners agreed to comply with CBP’s “Biometric Air Exit
Business Requirements,” which require the Port to install only CBP-approved signage, even if the
signage is misleading or incorrect.18
Additionally, the principles professed by the Port explicitly incorporate Fair Information Practices
Principles (“FIPPs”), a set of internationally recognized principles that govern information privacy
policies both within government and the private sector.19 But CBP has promulgated regulations that
are incompatible with the FIPPs and the Port’s principles. CBP has been able to exempt its systems
of records in which it stores facial images from the provisions of the Privacy Act, which would
otherwise provide individuals rights to access records, accounting for disclosures, and civil
remedies.20 CBP’s practices contravene the very principles the Port has stated it is committed to
upholding.21
Indeed, our state has sent a clear message against Washington’s collaboration with CBP. Over the
past two years, Washington’s state legislature has passed the Keep Washington Working Act and the
Courts Open to All Act, which together prohibit state agencies, local law enforcement, and court
stakeholders from collaborating with CBP.22
Therefore, the Port would actually have more power to follow its own principles and better align
with statewide work in Washington by rejecting collaboration with CBP in its procurement and
implementation of facial recognition systems.
Concerned constituents and organizations representing immigrants, people of color, religious
minorities, and gender minorities continue to urge the Port to reject participation in CBP’s face
surveillance program. Leading up to the March 10th hearing, many of us asked the Commission to
delay the vote, given the lack of transparency and public engagement in the decision-making
process.23 Many people could not attend the hearing in person or by teleconference, given the urgent
nature of the COVID-19 public health crisis.24 Instead of voting no, or at the very least, delaying the
vote, Port Commissioners kept biometrics on the agenda and unanimously voted to collaborate with
CBP and approve a $5.7 million project to procure and implement facial recognition systems.
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We urge you to reject collaboration in CBP’s face surveillance program and reverse the decision to
authorize the procurement of facial recognition systems. Especially given the financial impact of the
COVID-19 crisis on the Port, Commissioners should prioritize critical Port infrastructure and
pandemic responses, not help CBP build and implement a face surveillance system that undermines
the Port’s own principles and the wishes of Washingtonians. The Port has a critical choice, and it
must make the choice that protects people’s civil liberties.
Signed,
American Civil Liberties Union of Washington
Asian Counseling and Referral Service
Casa Latina
Center for Human Rights and Privacy
Council on American-Islamic Relations Washington
Densho
Electronic Frontier Foundation
El Centro de la Raza
Electronic Privacy Information Center
Entre Hermanos
Faith Action Network
Fight for the Future
InterIm Community Development Association
Japanese American Citizens League – Seattle Chapter
John T. Williams Organizing Committee
La Resistencia
Legacy of Equality Leadership & Organizing
MAPS-AMEN (American Muslim Empowerment Network)
MediaJustice
Oakland Privacy
OneAmerica
Puget Sound Sage
Real Change News
Surveillance Technology Oversight Project - S.T.O.P.
The Identity Project
Transit Riders Union
Urban League
Washington Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Washington Civil and Disability Advocate
Washington Defender Association

